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Given the potential headaches of managing IT, it is tempting to hand the 
job over to someone else. Indeed, outsourcing once appeared to be a simple 
solution to management frustrations, and senior management teams at many 
companies negotiated contracts with large service providers to run their 
entire IT functions (Gottschalk & Solli-Sæther, 2006). At a minimum, these 
providers were often able to provide IT capabilities for a lower cost and with 
fewer hassles than the companies had been able to themselves. But many of 
these outsourcing arrangements resulted in dissatisfaction, particularly as a 
company’s business needs changed.
Service providers, with their standard offerings and detailed contracts, provided 
IT capabilities that were not flexible enough to meet changing requirements, 
and they often seemed slow to respond to problems. Furthermore, a relation-
ship with a supplier often required substantial investments of money and 
time, which entrenched that supplier in the company’s strategic planning and 
business processes. The company then became particularly vulnerable if the 
supplier failed to meet its contractual obligations (Ross & Weill, 2002).
In our dynamic perspective of knowledge resources, outsourcing relation-
ships are not just about transactions between a vendor and a supplier. The 
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resource-based theory argues that the firm’s ability to mobilize and utilize 
both internal and externally available resources determines its ability to suc-
ceed in the market place. If the firm is short of important resources such as 
IT resources, an outsourcing arrangement might help overcome the problem 
as the vendor makes IT resources available to the firm for a price. 
The quality of an outsourcing relationship will vary over time. For example, 
when the client’s behavior in the relationship changes, then a reaction from 
the vendor should be expected. The vendor’s reaction will have to be re-
sponded to by the client. In this manner, the relationship might dynamically 
improve or deteriorate over time. We apply system dynamics to understand 
such developments over time.
Often, the vendor will have a different value configuration than the client. 
The vendor being a solutions provider makes it a value shop, while the client 
might be a value chain, value shop, or value network. Understanding how 
different value configurations interact will improve the relationship. For 
example, if the client is a value chain, then information systems operated by 
the vendor have the main purpose of making production more efficient and 
effective at the client site. If the client is also a value shop, the information 
systems operated by the vendor have the main purpose of adding value to 
the problem solution work done by the client for its customers. 

Agency Theory

Agency theory has broadened the risk-sharing literature to include the agency 
problem that occurs when cooperating parties have different goals and divi-
sion of labor. The cooperating parties are engaged in an agency relationship 
defined as a contract under which one or more persons (the principal/s) en-
gage another person (agent) to perform some service on their behalf which 
involves delegating some decision-making authority to the agent (Jensen & 
Meckling, 1976). Agency theory describes the relationship between the two 
parties using the metaphor of a contract. In an IT outsourcing relationship 
this is a client-vendor relationship and an outsourcing contract.
According to Eisenhardt (1985), agency theory is concerned with resolving 
two problems that can occur in agency relationships. The first is the agency 
problem that arises when the desires or goals of the principal and agent con-
flict and it is difficult or expensive for the principal to verify what the agent 
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